Providing Quality Maintenance and Chemical Specialty Solutions with Unparalleled Customer Service

Clean On The Go®
VersaFill® 3
dilution and dispensing made simple™

The VersaFill 3 dilution and dispensing system offers employee safety, accurate diluting, and cost-control. Professional products must be used as specified in order to comply with safety statements and OSHA regulations. Over-proportioned chemicals equal a higher in-use cost, and in order to ensure efficacy against a specified organism, disinfectants must be properly diluted. Ensure safety and accuracy with the Spartan VersaFill 3 dilution and dispensing system.
KEEP EMPLOYEES SAFE
Maintaining a clean and compliant facility puts your employees and/or contractors on the front lines of your cleaning operations. To minimize liability issues and maximize productivity, the VersaFill 3 makes employee safety simple.

- Safety-sealed, closed-system packaging with Clean on the Go®
- Color-coded product identification systems
- Bilingual procedures charts
- Customized product usage charts
- Bilingual labeling systems

TOOLS & TRAINING AIDS:

ACCURATE DILUTION
The VersaFill 3 features AccuPro™ technology to control water pressure and ensure accurate dilution every time.

- Eliminates re-cleaning associated with improperly diluted chemicals
- Ensures proper PPM of actives with disinfectants and sanitizers
- Avoid leaks created with external pressure regulators
- Reduce costs associated with over-diluting chemicals

FITS:

SPECIFICATION DATA
Water Pressure Requirements: 25–80 psi
For optimal performance, use 40 psi
Flow Rate
- Bucket fill: 3.5 gpm
- Bottle fill: 1 gpm
Fill Connections
- Bucket fill: Up to 4
- Bottle fill: Up to 4
Air gap model 967200 meets plumbing requirement ASSE 1055B and A112.1.2
E gap model 967100 meets plumbing requirement ASSE 1055B

Be sure to read all Directions, Precautionary and First Aid Statements on product labels before use of this or any Spartan product. If questions remain, consult your employer or a physician. Safety Data Sheets for all Spartan products are available from your authorized Spartan distributor or by visiting www.spartanchemical.com.

PART CODE
967100 VersaFill 3 (E-Gap)
967200 VersaFill 3 (Air Gap)
914800 VersaFill 3 Sticker Sheet
925900 Clean on the Go® Sticker Sheet
970600 Bottle/Bucket Fill Chart
971200 Empty Container Replacement Chart

Instructions are available in English, Spanish, and French.

GUARANTEE: Spartan's modern manufacturing and laboratory control insure uniform quality. If dissatisfied with performance of product, any unused portion may be returned for credit within one year of the date of manufacture. Use product as directed and read all precautionary statements.